Abstract. This paper deals with lexical means of Arabic Internet sayings for women. The study refers to modern aphorisms, witticisms, motivational phrases and so forth. They reflect the language utilized in everyday communication. On the one hand, Arabic variety covers standard and colloquial languages which can be mixed to facilitate the understanding between Arabs from different countries. A special attention is also given to the code-switching and the code-mixing between Modern Standard Arabic and Colloquial Arabic. On the other hand, we consider the impact of the Internet on Arabic and analyze the creative aspect that affects the female discourse online.
exploratory study of gender differences in social network communication among undergraduate men and women" 2012) [8] . A linguistic study of gender and politeness strategies in Arabic on Facebook is investigated by Safaa Al-Shlool [1] . S.O. Jarbou and B. Al-Share consider the gender factor of phonetic variation in Jordanian Arabic in the computer-mediated communication [5] . Various aspects of gender variation in Arabic are studied by M. A. Harb, A. A. Humei, M. Al-Fattah and others. Still, the lexis of female discourse considering the creative manipulation with Arabic language on Facebook lacks a thorough analysis. It causes the need to study the language gender difference in a particular social context.
The objective of this article is to analyze female Internet sayings in Arabic in order to examine the informal vocabulary of a modern Arabic woman utilized in everyday situations.
Methodology and materials. We analyze Internet posts on the Facebook community "Women" targeted for female users [12] . The study is focused on the lexicon of Internet sayings covering different forms of Arabic online. We also make an emphasis on the creative manipulation with the language including the wordplay that results in the usage of occasionalisms, nonce words and other. Nearly 500 samples were collected and qualitatively analyzed. The author explicates the correlation between the colloquial and the literary lexis in various sayings, as well as the impact of extralinguistic factors on the Arabic language variation in the aforementioned online community. The provided data refers to educated Arabic female recipients in the age between 18 -34 years 2 . Results and discussion. Internet sayings are represented with aphorisms (including pseudo-aphorisms), mottos, witticisms, cliché, idioms and other. In postfolklore, we observe the rethinking of traditional sayings, the relexicalization of idiomatic expressions and, of course, the creation of new texts referring to the contemporary life. Internet sayings have common features with posts in blogs and microblogs and, hence, they reflect the everyday language utilized in social media.
As G. Ramsay mentions, the code-switching in Egyptian blogs occurs between MSA and Egyptian Arabic [10, p. 50] . It is assumed, that the blogging language contains insertions of dialects and it is called by some linguists the https://doi.org/10.31174/SEND-Ph2018-161VI48-10 'mixed variety' [10, p. 50] . According to R. Bassiouney, the code-switching in the informal media discourse is typical for both genders [10, p. 49] . Ramsay comes to the conclusion that bloggers utilize some mixed variety of Arabic which, depending on the situation and the recipients, relies on a particular language variant with elements of the other language form (MSA mixed with Colloquial Arabic, mixing of regional dialects, and even Classic Arabic) [10, p. 83] . The similar language situation can be found in the everyday communication between representatives of different Arabic countries in the real world. Scholars admit the code-switching and the code-mixing between different Arabic dialects within one message. This research contains instances of code-mixing in Internet sayings for women that occurs at lexical (mundu duḫūlī li-tilka al-ǧāmi'a 'since I entered that university'), morphological (e.g. verbs with affix bi, the ending īn instead of ūn ignoring the grammatical case, etc.), phonetic (substitution 'yā -alif maqṣūra') and syntactic (ta'rif tafruq 'knows how to distinguish' with the omitted particle an) levels. Additionally, we observe the codeswitching (for instance, one part of a message is provided in MSA and the other one is a colloquial or a mixed variety). The author focuses on the lexical features of the given phenomenon.
The first place among other posts is occupied by motivational phrases. For instance, tamassakī bi-tilka al-laḥẓa allatī taḥtafilī fī-hā bi-inǧāzāti-k wa tafawwuqi-k, iǧ'alī-hā dāfi' li-l-mazīd min an-naǧāḥ fī ḥayāti-k almustaqbala (keep the moment when you are celebrating your achievements and superiority, make it an impulse for the further success in your future life). Though the text is written in MSA, two issues indicate to the usage of the so-called 'āmmiyyatu-l-muṯaqqafīn (Colloquial Arabic of intellectuals) -tamassakī bi-tilka al-laḥẓa (keep the moment) is an expression used in the colloquial variant and iǧ'alī-hā dāfi' (make it an impulse), which is also taken from the oral speech where the endings are truncated (iǧ'alī-hā dāfi'an in MSA).
The motivation can be expressed implicitly: al-qararāt allatī yaṣna'u-hā kibriyāʼu-k ṣāʼiba wa in awǧa'at-ki (decisions made by your dignity are right, even though they cause pain). This expression reflects the lexical interference in Arabic online creativity. The idea has probably been borrowed from the English social networking content. The collocation 'make a decision' in MSA is transmitted with the equivalent 'ittaḫaḏa qarāran'. However, the above text contains a calqued expression from English -ṣana'a qarāran.
Sayings addressing men can possess either a positive or a negative attitude in a message. But an implicit encouragement to 'stay yourself' remains an important part of motivational texts: 'azīzī, in kunta tabḥaṯ 'an al-kamāl wa al-miṯāliyya fa-anā last al-marʼa al-munāsiba la-k, ammā in kunta tabḥaṯ 'an aṣ-ṣidq wa al-maraḥ wa alkaṯīr min al-ǧunūn fa-tilka anā (My dear, if you are looking for an excellent and a perfect woman then I am not a good match for you, but if you are looking for sincerity, joy and a lot of craziness, that is me). Note here, that lexemes with general positive meaning (kamāl 'excellence' and miṯāliyya 'perfection') are perceived negatively, with some criticism of a hyperbolized image of a nonexisting woman who, however, represents the men's ideal. That is, of course, from the female's point of view (and it has a corresponding reaction in the comments from male users arguing the given point). On the other hand, a lexeme having mostly the negative meaning in the literary language (ǧunūn 'craziness'), or relating to some strong feeling to a person, gains the positive connotation 'doing something unusual, unexpected, entertaining'. At this point, we suggest that the case of the word ǧunūn can be a result of language and culture contacts online, because the aforementioned connotation is typical for the western social media content. Additionally, the expression fa-tilka anā (and that is me) proves the fact of linguistic interference in the studied online community as it literally represents an English text in Arabic words.
Modern female aphorisms tend to use MSA as well: ar-raǧul lā yastaṭī' an yakūna qāsiyan ma'a imraʼa yuḥibbu-hā (a man cannot be cruel with a woman he loves). Another sample contains the features of Colloquial Arabic -lā tasta'ǧilū al-ḥubba… sa-yaʼtī waqt wa taktašif anna hunāk man yastaḥiqq al-intiẓār (do not hurry love… The time will come and you will understand that there is a man who deserves waiting) -the verb taktašif (here 'understand') is utilized in a unified colloquial form having no indications to the gender (unlike MSA).
Aphorisms frequently provide rich linguistic data considering the creative aspect, i.e. the language game. For instance, the desire to create a unique expression on the everlasting female topics (love, suffering and men) can result in an interesting wordplay: miš al-ǧū' bess ilī kāfir, al-ḥubb kāfir, wa at-ta'alluq kāfir, wa al-masāfāt kāfira, wa al-ḥanīn li-l-māḍī di min al-kabāʼir (not only the hunger can be severe, but the love is bitter, the liaison is brutal, the distances are tough, as well as longing for the past -all they are sins). In the original variant, epithets are represented with the only one lexeme -kāfir -that is utilized in MSA in the collocation al-ǧū' al-kāfir (a severe hunger). Thereafter it is added to every word as a modifier 'tough'. Hence, the text expresses the negative emotional state. (that) , verbs in the colloquial form with affix bi, etc.). The colloquialism di (this) indicates to the Egyptian dialect. Lexemes ḥubb (love), bitḥiss (you feel), iḥtiyāǧ (neediness) express the positive emotionality, meanwhile the words ta'arreyt (you undressed), ḍa'īf (weak) and byanhār (here 'dies') indicate to the negative tone.
hā walakinna-hā taḥtāǧu faqaṭ li-raǧul lan yuṣbiḥa muškila fī ḥayāti-hā (a woman does not need a man to solve all of her problems, but she needs a man who [himself] will not become a problem in her life). In this instance, we observe the simplification of the literary vocabulary -taḥtāǧu li-raǧul (needs a man) is utilized with the preposition li, meanwhile the literary variant requires the usage of the preposition ilā.
The abovementioned simplification may be found in the following instance as well: mundu duḫūlī li-tilka alǧāmi'a, wa anā fatāt sayyiʼatu-l-mizāǧ wa sa-uṣbiḥ qātila qarīban (since I had entered that university, I became a girl with a bad mood and I will become a killer soon). The literary expression daḫala al-ǧāmi'a (enter a university) is utilized in the colloquial variant daḫala li-l-ǧāmi'a with the same meaning. However, in MSA, it has a connotation 'enter a building', not an establishment. Additionally, the word mundu (since) is also a colloquialism reflecting the regional phonetic peculiarities, i.e. a letter ḏ from the literary equivalent munḏu is substituted with d. On the other hand, we observe the relation of 'bad mood' to the lexeme 'killer' obviously having the negative expressivity.
Sometimes the code-switching from the literary form to the colloquial language serves to express the moral of a modern aphorism in a witty way:
iḏa
aḥbabta šaḫṣayni fa-iḫtāra aš-šaḫṣa aṯ-ṯānīya lianna-ka law aḥbabta al-awwala mā daqqa qalbu-ka li-ṯ-ṯānī wa iḏa aḥbabta šaḫṣ ṯāliṯ… fa-anta raǧul 'urra mafīš faʼida fī-k
(If you have fallen in love with two people you choose the second person, because if you loved the first person your heart would not have started beating for the second one. But if you have fallen in love with the third one… then you are a prostitute, not a man, and there is no use from you).
The first sentence in the given above text is written in MSA using neutral lexis except the idiom daqqa qalbu-ka li-ṯ-ṯānī (your heart started beating for the second person) expressing the emotional state of falling in love. However, the second sentence contains the creative solution to describe a too amorous person -raǧul 'urra (a prostitute, not a man). Note here, that the humorous effect is based on the usage of a word 'man' with an obscene lexical unit to entertain the female recipients. The given text contains the wordplay focused on the irrelevant combination of a typical offensive lexeme for women with the word denoting any male.
Witticisms can be posted in the form reflecting the variant between MSA and Colloquial Arabic, i.e. the aforementioned mixed variety: wa-l-bint ilī biǧidd hiyā ilī ta'rif tafruq imtā tabqā unṯā bi-maʼnā al-kalima wa imtā tabqā bi-l-miʼa rāǧil (a strong girl is the one who knows how to distinguish [the moments] when to literally stay a woman and when to stay a man for 100%). Colloquialisms ilī (that), imtā (when) and rāǧil (man) are given together with colloquial syntax constructions (for instance, ta'rif tafruq 'knows how to distinguish' instead of a literary form ta'rif an tafruq). In addition, we observe the substitution 'yā -alif maqṣūra' in lexemes imtā (imtī) and unṯā (unṯī), the substitution 'alif -alif maqṣūra' in the verb tabqā (stay) and other typical replacements.
Witticisms may provide warnings or advises in a humorous manner. For instance, lā taʼmanī 'azīztī… fa-rriǧāl kullu-hum ḫāʼinīn, wa aš-šarīf min-hum lam taʼtī-h al-furṣa ba'du! (Do not be credulous, dear… because all men are cheaters, and the noble one has not got such a chance yet!). The language in the abovementioned text is generally standard, except for the word ḫāʼinīn (cheaters) given in a colloquial form with the ending īn instead of ūn. This is another evidence of code-mixing between Standard and Colloquial Arabic in everyday speech.
Witticisms cover ironic puns concerning some particular issues. The realization of some misconception may be expressed with the wordplay: marḥala anna-k miš qādir tuṭabṭib 'alā ḥad, li-anna-k mustahlik kull ṭāqata-k fī anna-k tubeyyin anna-k qawiy wa miš muḥtāǧ ṭabṭaba min ḥad! (That period when you are incapable of chatting with anyone because you waste all your energy to explain that you are strong and do not need to chat with anyone!). The pun is based on the alternation of words qādir (capable) and muḥtāǧ (needing) and the repetition of the word ṭabṭaba (chatting). The combination of words marḥala anna-k (literally 'a period that you') reflects the peculiarities of online creativity -the given expression is widely utilized in Internet memes. The saying itself is written in Colloquial Arabic. The literary word ṭabṭaba (babbling) gains the meaning 'chatting' in the youth slang. The informal usage of the abovementioned word results in the variation of the preposition utilized inside one sayingtuṭabṭib 'alā ḥad (you chat with anyone) and ṭabṭaba min ḥad (chatting with anyone).
In the instance below, the humorous effect is created by a hyperbolized reaction expressed with verbs possessing the explicit negative emotionality (aḥsudu 'I am jealous', aḥqidu 'I despise', akrihu 'I hate'): al-maḥẓūẓāt hunna man yaʼkulna al-aḥḍar wa al-yābis wa lā yazīd waznu-hunna… anā aḥsudu-hunna, anā aḥqidu-hunna, anā akrihu-hunna (lucky girls are those who eat everything and do not gain weight… I am jealous of them, I despise them, I hate them). The message is written in MSA. It contains an idiom al-aḥdar wa al-yābis (literally 'green and dry') 'everything' which is generally utilized in a negative context (for example, aḥraqa al-aḥḍar wa al-yābis 'burn everything down'). Obviously, we observe the parallel between 'burning everything' and 'eating everything', given that the girls 'eating everything' and staying slim are 'hated'. As we have already mentioned, turning to such offensive means is typical for the online communication (see the instance with an obscene lexeme 'urra).
Conclusion. The lexicon of Arabic Internet sayings for women demonstrates the effect of modern technologies and global tendencies on the language variation in the virtual space. Culture and language contacts on Facebook lead to the lexical interference. We find the usage of calques (ṣana'a qarāran 'make a decision') and borrowed connotations (ǧunūn 'craziness'). Social media lexis requires the creation of equivalents for the popular slang words (ṭabṭaba 'babbling' is interpreted as 'chatting'). Besides the impact of English, the vocabulary of the given sayings is affected by the diglossic situation in the Arab world. We observe both the code-mixing and the codeswitching involving MSA and different forms of Colloquial Arabic. In the case of code-mixing, a particular variant prevails (mainly MSA) in a message and some lexical units (i.e. colloquialisms) are added to make it closer for the female recipients. The code-switching frequently occurs when an author uses first MSA and then shifts to Colloquial Arabic to create a humorous effect.
The provided instances indicate that Internet sayings for women cover the topics of love, men, beauty and success. The vocabulary transmits deep emotional states (from happiness and joy to hate and suffering) expressed with lexemes having both traditional understanding and modern interpretations (for example, craziness). Female sayings contain obscene lexical units and offensive expressions to transfer the attitude toward the popular issues discussed on Facebook (men's behaviour, overweight, bad mood, etc.). Additionally, the creativity in the studied online community includes the language game. It affects the lexicon utilized for the wordplay and results in the occasional usage of irrelevant modifiers (for instance, the word kāfir 'tough'), the relexicalization of collocations (for instance, the idiom al-aḥḍar wa al-yābis 'everything') and other.
The herein study indicates that the examined sayings posted by and mainly for female users cover the lexis of MSA, colloquialisms, slang words, loanwords, obscene lexemes and expressions, idioms, etc. In the context of online creativity, the given lexicon can be relexicalized in order to express some emotional state, attitudes and other. The code-switching and the code-mixing between MSA and Colloquial Arabic are utilized in terms of informal online discourse and need the in-depth analysis of its lexical, morphological, phonetic and other peculiarities. Although this research is relatively small, it has important implications for the further sociolinguistic studies of Arabic language variation on the web.
